
 
 

“Reduction of impacts of gill netting on bird species at the Lake Chivero Important Bird 

Area, Zimbabwe”- Narrative Report 

Planned activities for the project involved stakeholder consultations, raising awareness and 

collection of waterfowl data between July 2016 and February 2017. 

The massive increase in formal and illegal artisanal gill-netting is seen as a major 

contributing factor to the decline of fish and wildlife populations around Lake 

Chivero.  While it is understood that this sector is here to stay, it may be possible to 

influence the equipment that is used and in doing so control the numbers of participants in 

this fishery.  Currently these fishermen are still all using cheap mono-filament nets imported 

from the Far East with 100m of gill-net retailing for around US$6.00.  Given the low entry 

cost it is not surprising that there has been such a massive increase in this activity.  It also 

explains the huge surge in the quantity of discarded gill-nets, so called ghost gear that now 

pollutes many of Zimbabwe`s inland waters and has such a detrimental effect on both birds 

and fish.  Since it is simply not worth expending the time and effort in repairing cheap mono-

filament nets, they are discarded without a thought.  The very light gauge of mono-filament 

used in construction of these nets is such that they have a very short working life which only 

promotes rate of discard.  Inevitably nets are cut away and dumped in the water that is being 

fished.  However these nets are illegal in terms of the National Parks Act, a restriction which 

continues not to be effectively enforced.   

Stakeholder Consultation 

Birdlife Zimbabwe (BLZ) through the project engaged with the Lake Chivero Users 

Association (LCUA) for a meeting on 09 July 2016 at Kuimba Shiri on the shores of Lake 

Chivero. LCUA comprises several organisations eg. Kuimba Shiri, Jacana, Lakefront, Caravan 

Park, Marimba, Wingate, Manyame Hills, and Rowers Club of Zimbabwe. The organisations` 

commercial and recreational operations are dependent on a well-managed Lake Chivero and 

thus were keen to participate. Besides LCUA, the Area Manager of Zimbabwe Parks and 

Wildlife Authority (ZPWMA), John Sithole, , Neil Deacon representing Development of Sport 

Fishery in Southern Africa, Peter Dorowa, the Chairman for the Lake Chivero Fishing 

Corporatives, Local Youths` representative, Mr Victor and Stephen Tsoroti of Daily News 

participated in the meeting. Honourable Makhosini Hlongwane from the Ministry of Sport and 

Recreation was represented by Mr Masimba in the meeting. All the stakeholders gave 

presentations with BLZ highlighting the ecological importance of Lake Chivero culminating 

in its designation as an Important Bird Area (IBA) and subsequently as a Ramsar Site. Lessons 

were learnt on the potential of Lake Chivero being developed into a sporting venue for fishing, 

rowing, and sailing among other recreational activities in order to assist with the protection and 

restoration of the area. All stakeholders agreed that the lake was polluted and needed cleaning 



 
 

during the hot dry season when water levels had receded. ZPWMA acknowledged abandoned 

gill nets were a problem and had started cleaning areas around their offices.  

Preparatory meetings for major clean-ups of Lake Chivero were called on the 24th and 29th of 

September 2016. The Acting Secretary in the Ministry of Environment, Water and Climate ,Ms 

Mavheneka, chaired the meetings. Environmental Management Agency (EMA)-Steady 

Kangata, ZPWMA Regional Manager (Mr Chimeramombe), Zimbabwe National Water 

Authority (ZINWA) for the Manyame catchment basin which feeds into Lake Chivero (Mr 

Sono), Kuimba Shiri-Gary Stafford, Jean-Beatrand Mhandu-Zimbabwe United Nations 

Association (ZUNA), Mr Masimba-Recreation Department within Ministry of Sport and 

Recreation were the major stakeholders present. Top of the agenda for these meetings were: to 

plan for Lake Chivero Clean-ups and elect committees to sustain the proper management of 

Lake Chivero into the future. 

 

Mountains of gill nets were collected from around Lake Chivero on 1 & 2 October 2016 by over 300 volunteers 

Net-clearing exercises 

22 July 2016-BLZ Environmental Education Officer, Innocent Magunje and two BLZ Youth 

members (Ronald Bafana and Sylvia Chigonera) visited Ebenezer and Hongoedza fishing co-

operatives that are adjacent to each other. Hungoedza had already started collecting old nets 

and burning them while at Ebenezer they had not. Hungoedza Fisheries complained about 

lower numbers of their catch as well as generally smaller fish sizes. Ebenezer were happy that 

we visited them for the purpose of cleaning their spot together with them. Circa a hundred 

pieces of nets were collected and burnt on the shoreline.   



 
 

1 & 2 October 2016 Over 300 volunteers comprising Lake Chivero stakeholders, schools and 

Harare residents came out for the clean-up on both days. Groups were driven on boats onto 

several islands of the lake (important for breeding and roosting bird species eg. White-breasted 

and Reed Cormorant and Water Thick-knee), some cars drove round into ZPWMA Game Park 

section of the lake that allowed free access for the purpose of cleaning out the nets. 8 BLZ 

Youths (Talent Jonasi, Ronald Bafana, Nyasha Dewu, Sylvia Chigonera, Norma and Rutendo 

Washoma, Taffadzwa and Bright Chando) participated in the clean-up together with the 

schools Alfred Beit, Louis Mountbatten, Kintyre Primary and Chitepo Secondary. Other 

stakeholders who participated included the Indian Resident Ambassador and all the 

stakeholders mentioned earlier. An enormous pile a nets and rubbish was collected over the 

two days and were burnt on the Lakeshore. 

On 21 October 2016 A visit was arranged for seventy Bindura University of Science Education 

(BUSE) students to Lake Chivero under the auspices of BLZ_BUSE Environmental club (that 

was set up at Bindura University in 2015.) The students were taught about the IBA and Ramsar 

status of Lake Chivero and the problem of the abandoned gill nets discussed and solutions 

debated. They were also taught on bird identification techniques before collecting 13 bags of 

abandoned nets and adding to a pile collecting at Kuimba Shiri.  

On 12 November 2016, a follow-up to the initial exercise on the 1st & 2nd of October took place. 

Only forty volunteers and stakeholders came out for the clean-up due to the wet weather. BLZ 

Youth (Blessing Mreverwi, Nyasha Dewu, Sylvia Chigonera, Talent Jonasi, and Gregory 

Samakande) took part in the cleaning exercise. The BLZ youth went into the ZPWMA Game 

Park, a gill-netting hotspot, 12 bags of nets were collected and burnt in situ in conjunction with 

ZPWMA staff. 

 

Abandoned gill nets collected around the shoreline of Lake Chivero of 12 November 2016 



 
 

On 26 November 2016, a third net-clean up exercise took place at Lake Chivero. BirdLife 

Youth members, University of Zimbabwe students, Midlands State University (Gweru) 

students, St George`s College students took part in the clean-up. 

 

Tons of abandoned gill nets were also collected in boats from the islands on Lake Chivero – nesting and roosting sites for 

many species eg. White-breasted and Reed Cormorants and Water Thick-knees 

Raising Awareness 

Wetlands International shared a four module course on identifying and counting waterbirds in 

Africa. The course was in soft copy and so BLZ, through this project, converted the first module 

of the course into a hard copy. Soft copies require the use of electricity that is not available to 

most of our key stakeholders such as schools and the fishing co-operatives. Several educational 

and other institutions were then trained in waterbird identification techniques because “in the 

end we only conserve what we know”. Bird Identification talks were given to ZPWMA Rangers 

and staff on 9th December 2016. Initial requests for permission had been made through a formal 

letter dated 18 August 2016 followed by weekly visits to the ZPWMA Headquarters and 

meetings with the two stations (North and South Banks) Mr Sibanda and Sanyangore 

respectively guided by Tendai Wachi, a ZPWMA ranger who liaises closely with BLZ. 25 

rangers attended the course with one coming from Kariba, the rest are based on Lake Chivero. 

Schools such as Pinper and TwinLakes were visited on the 20th of October 2016, Chitsere 

Primary on 5 October 2016, Chizungu Primary-26 October, Pathfinder Junior Academy-2 

December 2016, Bindura University at Kuimba Shiri-21 October 2016 whilst Alfred Beit was 

visited on 15 November 2016 and waterbird identification courses conducted and the issue of 

gill nets at Lake Chivero raised and discussed. BUSE-BLZ club were also given a lesson of 

bird identification at the Kuimba Shiri Bird Aviary. 



 
 

 

Bird ID training held at Lake Chivero for ZPWMA staff. ZPWMA are key stakeholders in the resolving of the gill net crisis 

at Lake Chivero 

Waterfowl Counts 

After following the ZPWMA procedure to obtain permission to use their boat and rangers, BLZ 

conducted a total waterfowl count on Lake Chivero between 20 and 21 July 2016. Tendai 

Wachi, Gibson Sibanda, A.Chitsa and boat driver Maganda from ZPWMA joined Ronald 

Chirimuta (BLZ Youth and Marlborough Environmental Action Group (MEAG) Vlei Scout) 

and Innocent Magunje (BLZ Environmental Education Officer) for the counts. Nets were also 

being collected during the counting exercise as the boat engine more often than not got 

entangled by the abandoned nets in the water. Frogs, fish and bird remains were retrieved from 

the nets. The imposing presence of Marabou Storks on the lake could not go unmentioned. 

Information gathered was used to fill Wetland International data sheets. 

It was not possible to conduct the January waterfowl count around Lake Chivero using the 

ZPWMA boat owing to flooded conditions after this year`s abundant rains. Other areas in 

Zimbabwe have reported very low bird counts over the same period as sites have not been 

accessible and water levels very high obliterating shorelines etc. The waterfowl count will take 

place in April 2017.  

2017 Harare’s World Wetland Day Celebrations 10 February 2017 

The 2017 World Wetland Day Celebrations were held at Mukuvisi Woodlands (by 

Ministerial directive) on 10 February 2017. The theme this year was: Wetlands Disaster Risk 

Reduction A very apt theme considering the recent abundant rains we experienced and 

highlighted the role of wetlands in flood attenuation. 

The event was attended by the Environmental Management Agency (EMA), City of Harare, 

BirdLife Zimbabwe (BLZ), Conservation Society of Monavale (COSMO) and Mukuvisi 

Woodlands Ecoschools Programme. 



 
 

850 pupils plus teachers and drivers representing over 50 schools attended. Many were 

treated to a light lunch provided by UNICEF. 

Events that had educational benefits for schools 

(i) A group of pupils (mostly senior) went on a walk in the grassland-wetlands. 

Simon Pitt, Chairman of Mukuvisi Woodlands led this.  

12 schools groups, both junior and senior, were given an inspiring wetland talk, 

interspersed with questions, by Jimmy Muropa (JM), Vlei Scout for Monavale. 

All were given a wetland talk by Professor Chris Magadza, later. 

(ii) EMA gave out their pamphlets to each school. 

(iii) A quiz competition of mainly live animals was arranged by Mrs D Wakeling 

(DW) and JM (COSMO), Ms J Pierini (JP) and Mrs L Maasdorp (LM) from BLZ 

This activity was designed to show off a few animals that live hidden away in the 

wetlands of Harare and to gauge the pupils’ knowledge of them. (wetlands have 

astonishingly rich biodiversity). 500 pupils participated (the number of 

questionnaires that we had printed) Small prizes were awarded, JM and Ronnie 

Chirimuta, Marlborough Vlei Scout, vetted the answers and students on 

attachment from the City of Harare, helped as well.  High schools as to be 

expected produced the better answers. Many Primary pupils found it difficult but 

were interested – remarks “This snail is moving, but how can it, with no legs?”  

The five exhibits were: 

Snails: (live) collected by JM and LM 

Crab, Freshwater: (live) collected with difficulty by JM 

Frogs: (live) collected with some difficulty by JM 

Heron, Black-headed: mounted at the Museum and collected by DW and 

returned by JP 

Marsh Owl:  (live) collected by JP from Kuimba Shiri. This bird was kindly 

loaned for the occasion 

The Zimbabwe national curricula has recently had many more topics included but nothing 

extra on Nature.  Yet our very future on the planet depends on humanity working closely with 

the natural environment. The contact with Nature on World Wetlands Day is very important 

to stimulate interest in Nature for children.  

 



 
 

 

2017 World Wetlands Day was celebrated at Mukuvisi Woodlands (by Ministerial directive) 

In conclusion  

Whilst the impacts of gill netting on Lake Chivero IBA have not been resolved within the 

timespan of this project (It should be appreciated that there is wide spread use of mono-

filament gill-nets throughout the sub-region, including South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia, 

Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia), Government has been engaged and awareness raised to 

the point where a wider group of concerned stakeholders have formed a coalition to take the 

issue to the next level to lobby for a complete ban on mono-filament gill nets. (Thereby 

allowing only for the purchase of multi-filament nets that require a permit before they can be 

acquired). On the 15th November 2016, an open meeting of all anglers was called to discuss 

the plight of Zimbabwe’s fisheries.  Illegal artisanal gill-netting was confirmed as the main 

cause of the decline of fish and wildlife populations. Although this was primarily an initiative 

by the organizers of the Kariba Invitational Tiger Fish Tournament (K.I.T.F.T.), on the back 

of 2016’s abysmal tournament results, there was overwhelming response by the angling 

fraternity and included conservation groups, such as the Matusadona Anti-Poaching Project 

(M.A.P.P.) amongst other interested parties.  The purpose of the meeting was to explore 

possible explanations for the unprecedented decline of Zimbabwe`s inland fisheries and 

identify any remedial actions that may be taken to conserve fish populations.  In this respect 

the angling fraternity formed a committee mandated to tackle this issue amongst others and 

Neil Deacon (BLZ) was invited to onto this committee as a technical advisor.  While the 

structure of this committee has not yet been formalized, it will include the National Anglers’ 



 
 

Union (N.A.U), K.I.T.F.T. , Zimbabwe National Bass Federation (Z.N.B.F.) and BirdLife 

Zimbabwe (NB the areas of interest include other Zimbabwe Important Bird Areas eg. 

Middle Zambezi other than Lake Chivero). 

 

 


